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Abstract 

The elicitation, modeling and analysis of requirements have consistently been one of the main challenges 
during the development of complex systems. Telecommunication systems belong to this category of sys-
tems due to the worldwide distribution and the heterogeneity of today’s telecommunication networks. 
Scenarios and use cases have become popular for capturing and analyzing requirements. However, little 
research has been done that compares different approaches and assesses their suitability for the telecom-
munications domain. This paper defines evaluation criteria and then reviews fifteen scenario notations. In 
addition, twenty-six approaches for the construction of design models from scenarios are briefly com-
pared. 
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Introduction 

The modeling of telecommunication systems requires an early emphasis on non-functional requirements, 
followed by behavioral aspects such as interactions between the system and the external world and users, 
on the cause-to-effect relationships among these interactions, and on intermediate activities performed by 
the system. Over the years, several approaches have been used to provide notations for describing behav-
ioral aspects of emerging telecommunication systems and services. On one hand, proponents of formal 
methods have claimed to solve the problem by providing unambiguous and mathematical notations and 
verification techniques, but the penetration of these methods in industry and in standardization bodies 
(especially in North-America) remains, unfortunately, low [6][13][45]. On the other hand, scenario-driven 
approaches, although often less formal, have raised a higher level of interest and acceptance, mostly be-
cause of their intuitive representation of services [48][49][63][107]. Such semi-formal notations are a 
good compromise between informal and formal approaches: they are more precise than natural language 
and more convivial than formal languages. Their application to requirements and the early stages of the 
design process raises new hopes for the availability of concise, descriptive, maintainable, and consistent 
documents, standards, and design specifications that need to be understood by a variety of readers. More-
over, scenarios pave the way towards the construction of detailed (formal) models and implementations 
through analytic and synthetic approaches. These construction approaches promise to generate models 
and implementations faster and at a lower cost while improving their correctness and traceability with 
respect to the requirements. 

For several years, scenarios have been very popular in the telecommunications domain. Telecommu-
nication systems consist of many distributed components that interact through information flows. Over 
the last 150 years, the global telecommunications network has become the largest, distributed network 
worldwide, and is characterized by a tremendous heterogeneity. It contains components with different 
functionalities, age, and standards, which are located in different countries and other types of administra-
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tive domains. Despite this diversity, these components have to interwork in a reliable manner. The dis-
tributed, interactive and incremental nature of telecommunication systems makes scenario notations one 
of the best means of modeling the interactions between the various components. In fact, one of the first 
scenario notations, the so-called Message Sequence Charts (MSCs), has its roots in the telecommunica-
tion domain and has since then been standardized by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) 
as Z.120 [57]. Over the years, scenario notations have become a state-of-the-art modeling tool in tele-
communication service development. 

Because of the tremendous interest in the very active field of scenario techniques and because there is 
a lack of comprehensive surveys for the telecommunication domain, this paper presents an evaluation of 
state-of-the-art notations and techniques for the scenario-based development of telecommunication sys-
tems and services. This paper serves different purposes: 
• To give an overview of typical scenario notations applicable to the telecommunications domain. Fif-

teen such notations are briefly reviewed in Section 1. 
• To provide means of comparing and quickly evaluating scenario notations based on several criteria 

relevant to the development of telecommunication systems. These criteria are also introduced in Sec-
tion 1, and they are used to compare the selected scenario notations. Table 2, which summarizes this 
evaluation, can be used as an index to determine notations of interest, which can vary depending on 
the target development phase (requirements, design, implementation, testing, etc.). 

• To give an overview and brief comparison of selected analytic and synthetic approaches for the con-
struction of detailed models (e.g. analysis, designs and implementations) from scenarios (Section 2). 
Table 4 provides an evaluation summary which can be also used as an index for finding relevant 
techniques based on particular source scenario notations or on target modeling languages. 

• To discuss challenges and hopes for the future, with a special emphasis on ITU-T's upcoming User 
Requirements Notation (URN) and on the Unified Modeling Language (UML) 2.0 (Sections 3 and 4). 

• To provide readers with an extensive and current bibliography. 

Given the scope of this study and the number of surveyed notations and techniques, this paper can 
neither offer illustrative tutorials or examples, nor can it provide an empirical comparison based on a 
common case study. However, we believe that this paper will still provide readers with knowledge useful 
for making informed decisions about the suitability of particular notations and techniques in their devel-
opment process. 

1 Scenario Notations 

1.1 Why Scenarios? 

Scenarios are known to help describing functional requirements, uncovering hidden requirements and 
trade-offs, as well as validating and verifying requirements. The introduction of use cases in the object-
oriented community confirmed this trend about a decade ago [62]. Scenarios are used not only to elicit 
requirements and produce specifications, but also to drive the design, the testing, the overall validation, 
and the evolution of systems. 

The exact definition of a scenario may vary depending on used semantics and notations, but most 
definitions include the notion of a partial description of system usage as seen by its users or by related 
systems [89]. There is no agreed distinction between the meanings of use case and scenario. In UML, use 
cases are defined as sequences of actions a system performs that yield observable results of value to a 
particular user (actor) [83]. In the object-oriented community, use cases are interpreted as classes of re-
lated scenarios, where scenarios are sequential and where use case parameters are instantiated with con-
crete values. Hence, a scenario is a specific realization of a use case [83][88]. However, the requirements 
engineering community sometimes sees multiple use cases as being contained in a scenario. In this paper, 
the terms “use cases” and “scenarios” are used interchangeably. 

One frequent problem requirements engineers and designers are faced with is that stakeholders may 
have difficulties expressing goals and requirements in an abstract way [71][92]. Typical usage scenarios 
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for a hypothetical system may be easier to obtain than goals or properties when the system understanding 
is in its infancy. This fact has been recognized in cognitive studies on human problem solving [17] and in 
research on inquiry-based requirements engineering [86]. 

The use of scenarios for requirements/software engineering bears benefits and drawbacks. A non-
exhaustive list of the most relevant ones follows in Table 1. These benefits and drawbacks are not exclu-
sive to the telecommunications domain, but telecommunications specifics are sometime emphasized. 

 
Benefits Drawbacks 

• Scenarios are intuitive and relate closely to 
the requirements. Different stakeholders, 
such as designers and users, can understand 
them. They are particularly well suited for 
operational descriptions (which are critical 
in many reactive systems and telecommu-
nication systems). 

• They can be introduced in iterative and 
incremental design processes (which are 
frequent when dealing with new telecom-
munication features or services). 

• They can abstract from the underlying sys-
tem structure, if necessary (e.g. when de-
veloping a platform-independent standard).

• They are most useful for documentation 
and communication. 

• They can guide the requirements-based 
tests generation for validation at different 
levels (specification, design and implemen-
tation). 

• They can guide the construction of more 
detailed models and implementations (this 
theme is revisited in Section 2) 

• Since scenarios are partial representations, complete-
ness and consistency of a set of scenarios are difficult 
to assess, especially when the scenarios are not de-
scribed at a uniform abstraction level (e.g. when pro-
duced by different design teams or contributors to 
standards). 

• Scenarios are often unable to express many non-
functional requirements (such as robustness, reliabil-
ity, etc.) other than by giving examples or instances. 

• Scenarios often leave required properties about the 
intended system implicit. 

• The synthesis of components behavior, from a collec-
tion of scenarios, remains a complex problem. 

• The use of scenarios leads to the usual problems re-
lated to traceability with other models used in the de-
velopment process. 

• Getting and maintaining the right granularity for the 
scenarios can be a real challenge. 

• Design approaches based on scenarios are rather re-
cent and seldom possess a high level of maturity. 
Scalability and maintainability represent notably im-
portant issues (especially given the complexity of 
telecommunication systems). 

Table 1 Benefits and Drawbacks of Scenarios 
 
The increasing popularity of scenarios suggests that their benefits outweigh their drawbacks. Further, 

scenario notations do not have to be used in isolation, and combining them with other languages or tech-
niques can sometimes cure several of the drawbacks identified. For instance, many construction tech-
niques presented in Section 2 use formal target languages to enable completeness and consis-
tency/granularity checking. Combining scenarios with goal-oriented languages also help expressing non-
functional requirements. 

1.2 Evaluation Criteria 

The following collection of nine criteria will be used to categorize and compare many scenario notations 
relevant to the development of telecommunication systems and services. Some of these criteria (e.g. de-
composition and abstraction) are domain-independent and focus on scenario aspects essential to any soft-
ware/system development process. Others focus on issues of particular importance to the proper modeling 
of telecommunication services (e.g. component focus and ordering). Both aspects are necessary and often 
they overlap. 
• Component focus: Scenarios can be described in terms of communication events between system 

components (i.e. component-centered), or else independently from components, in a pure functional 
style (i.e. component-independent). This is a very important criterion as many notations focus solely 
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on interactions between components, while in our view these interactions often belong to detailed de-
sign. Many telecommunication services and standards can first be described independently from an 
underlying architecture (which is often vendor-specific or technology-specific). An early focus on 
messages at the functional requirements level may lead to system overspecification, may prune out 
other appropriate options, and may introduce unnecessary difficulties when evolving systems and ser-
vices towards different infrastructures and product families. 

• Hiding: Scenarios could describe system behavior with respect to their environment only (black-box), 
or they could include internal (hidden) information as well (gray-box). According to Chandrasekaran, 
the most important reason that impeded the progress of various large projects he studied is the lack of 
internal details in scenarios [23]. Essentially, treating the system like a black box in a scenario model 
means that there shall be no consideration of implementation constraints while describing scenarios. 
It does not mean that a scenario shall not delve into details of requirements on internal system func-
tionality. Zave and Jackson present a different viewpoint and claim that when it comes to require-
ments, the environment is not the most important thing: it is the only thing [112]. They suggest avoid-
ing any implementation bias on the basis that requirements are supposed to describe what is observ-
able at the interface between the environment and the system, and nothing else about the system. Our 
opinion is more in line with Chandrasekaran's: shared events, whether they are controlled by the sys-
tem or by the environment, are insufficient. Many implementation constraints are not necessarily 
premature design decisions, but in fact non-functional requirements, which are often stringent in tele-
communication systems (e.g. performance and fault-tolerance). Additionally, there comes a point 
where the gap between requirements and high-level designs or implementations needs to be filled, 
and descriptions of activities performed internally by the system can then be of tremendous help. 

• Representation: Scenarios can be described in various ways, for instance with semi-formal pictures, 
natural language, structured text, logic, grammars, trees, state machines, tables, visual paths, and se-
quence diagrams. Graphical representations are often better understood by a wide range of stake-
holders (especially telecommunication engineers and standardization bodies), whereas structured tex-
tual languages are often less constrained in terms of expressiveness. The level of formality has also an 
impact on the usefulness of a notation: less formality is better for requirements, but more formality is 
desirable for detailed design and automated model transformations or code generation. 

• Ordering: Scenarios represent a collection of events that can be ordered sequentially or causally. 
Causal ordering is very important when concurrency is involved (as it is the case in most telecommu-
nication systems due to multiple threads or distributed implementations), otherwise concurrent ac-
tions expressed with a sequential ordering might result in logical fallacies and other incorrect assump-
tions at the requirements level. Causal ordering also includes sequential ordering. 

• Time: Support for expressing time constraints and timeout mechanisms is essential to several tele-
communication applications (e.g. multimedia services). Different notations support time to different 
degrees that we qualify as none, partial, and full (i.e. with appropriate data types and evaluation 
mechanisms). 

• Decomposition: Due to the complexity of telecommunication systems, it is often necessary to de-
compose lengthy scenarios into smaller, reusable pieces. Decomposition in a scenario notation can be 
hierarchical (which improves scalability) or be achieved through dependencies (e.g. references, con-
tains, etc.). Dependencies are usually more flexible in nature but less prone to formal analysis. Refer-
ences to other scenarios are considered here as partial support for decomposition. 

• Abstraction: An abstract scenario is generic, with formal parameters, whereas a concrete scenario 
focuses on one specific instance, with concrete data values. Abstraction is beneficial in the early 
stages of design (e.g. requirements capture) and for capturing families of scenarios that differ only by 
their concrete values. Notations that focus on concrete scenarios however, ease the transition towards 
detailed models (e.g. state machines), test cases, and implementations. Abstraction is beneficial in 
telecommunication systems because many data parameters are usually involved, and hence related 
concrete scenarios can be regrouped. A scenario notation can also support both abstract and concrete 
scenarios.  
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• Identity: Scenarios can focus on one actor or target many actors at once. The latter view improves 
the expressiveness of notations when describing end-to-end situations whereas the former view is use-
ful for component-oriented implementations. 

• Dynamicity: A scenario notation is dynamic when it enables the description of behavior that modifies 
itself at run-time, otherwise it is said to be static. Emerging telecommunication services enabled by IP 
networks, agent systems, Web services, and negotiation mechanisms can benefit from notations that 
can express dynamicity. 

Other criteria such as multiplicity (where multiple related traces can be connected as one scenario) 
and modality (acceptance or rejection scenario) are not really helpful in distinguishing scenario notations 
because most notations support these criteria. Other sets of criteria have also been defined in the litera-
ture. For instance, Cockburn uses four dimensions to use case descriptions, namely purpose, content, plu-
rality, and structure [26]. Purpose can be either for stories (explanations) or for requirements. Content can 
be contradicting, consistent prose, or formal content. Plurality is either 1 or multiple, in a way similar to 
multiplicity. Structure can be unstructured, semi-formal, or formal. This dimension shares some common 
characteristics with our representation criterion. Rolland et al. propose another classification based on 
four views (form, content, purpose, lifecycle), which are composed of more fine-grained criteria [91]. The 
first two views are very much in line with many of the criteria introduced in this section, whereas the last 
two views relate to the usage of scenarios in development activities (outside the scope of our study). In a 
European industrial survey, Arnold et al. further extended these four views to produce a classification 
taxonomy for scenarios usage in industrial projects [14]. Their criteria are grouped under five main divi-
sions: project properties, scenario contents and representation, goals, process, and experiences and expec-
tations. They surveyed twelve industrial projects from various domains (telecommunications, sales, medi-
cal, software development, insurance, banking) where scenarios are used. Their second division is where 
our criteria focus, but we offer a stronger emphasis on telecommunications aspects. 

Given their nature, some scenario notations are more suitable than others for particular development 
stages. For instance, abstract and component-independent notations will be more useful in early require-
ments activities whereas concrete and component-centered notations will be more suitable for detailed 
design and for testing. Hence, there is no single notation that can cover all stages of a development cycle 
properly, and a complete development methodology may involve multiple scenario notations. 

1.3 Selected Notations 

There are dozens of scenario notations used for the description of system usage, goals, and business logic. 
Hurlbut’s thesis surveyed nearly sixty different scenario, use case, and policy formalisms and models, and 
others have emerged since then [48][49]. This section focuses on a selection of fifteen scenario notations 
particularly relevant to the telecommunications domain (some of which are briefly illustrated in Figure 1), 
and it provides a concise comparison in terms of the criteria introduced in Section 1.2. These notations 
were selected based on the experience of the authors with many collaborative industrial and standardiza-
tion projects. Other scenario notations may be applicable to the telecommunications domain (including 
proprietary notations), but we believe that the main trends are covered by our selection. 
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Figure 1 Illustration of Several Scenario Notations 

 
• Message Sequence Charts (MSCs). The scenario notation that is the most commonly used by tele-

communications companies and standards bodies is undoubtedly Message Sequence Charts [57]. This 
notation describes exchanges of messages (arrows) between communicating entities (vertical lines). 
MSCs are essentially graphical (although a textual machine-processable format exists), composed of 
abstract or concrete events (messages), and centered towards components. MSCs can represent inter-
nal actions and multiple actors. While basic MSCs mostly focus on simple traces, High-Level MSCs 
(HMSCs) enable the structuring and hierarchical decomposition of scenarios. Causality is supported 
at both levels through inline expressions, coregions, and parallel composition. MSCs also include 
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good support for timers and various time constraints. MSCs have been used by many people to for-
malize scenarios. Kimbler et al. use them to create Service Usage Models, which describe the dy-
namic behavior of system services from the user's perspective [65][88]. Andersson and Bergstrand 
also present a method to formalize use cases that introduces an unambiguous syntax via MSCs [12]. 

• Use Cases. Jacobson’s use cases are prose descriptions of behavior from the user’s perspective [62]. 
They are mostly black-box, i.e. they focus on the interactions between actors and systems. Use cases 
can be of two kinds: basic courses for normal scenarios, and alternative courses, which include fault-
handling scenarios. Use cases are based on sequential ordering, they represent abstract scenarios, and 
they may involve many actors. 

• UML Use Case Diagrams. These diagrams offer a graphical means by which use cases can be re-
lated to each other and to external actors [83]. They offer dependencies such as uses and extends, 
which allow for use cases to reuse other scenarios or part thereof (although hierarchical decomposi-
tion is not supported as such). Use Case Diagrams provide a contextual view of who participates in a 
use case and of various dependencies, but they provide little insight on the precise nature of scenarios 
(not even the ordering of events) without looking at the use cases themselves. 

• UML Sequence Diagrams. Similar to MSCs, these diagrams describe patterns of interaction among 
objects, but in a more limited way [83]. UML Sequence Diagrams are sequential in nature, without 
decomposition mechanism, and without specific support for time. The same information can be repre-
sented in another form called Collaboration Diagrams, which show the system structure (in two di-
mensions) and the component interactions (numbered sequentially) involved in a scenario. UML Se-
quence Diagrams are often used to formalize use cases in Use Case Diagrams. 

• CREWS-L’Ecritoire. CREWS, the European ESPRIT project on Cooperative Requirements Engi-
neering With Scenarios, proposes structured narrative text for capturing requirements scenarios, to-
gether with a set of style and content guidelines [16]. This notation is supported by a tool called 
L’Ecritoire [91] and, to some extent, by the SAVRE tool [77]. In a way similar to Jacobson’s use 
cases, the textual scenarios are divided into two main categories: normal scenarios and extension sce-
narios. The latter can be either normal (alternatives) or exceptional, depending on whether they allow 
to reach the associated goal or not. This notation supports multiple actors and abstract scenarios, fo-
cuses on external events, is centered towards components, and is sequential. Decomposition and 
structuring can be achieved through connections to AND-OR goal networks. Leite et al. [72] offer an  
interesting alternative to CREWS’ scenarios (structured textual language, with hierarchical decompo-
sition based on a bottom-up approach) but to our knowledge it has not been used in a telecommunica-
tion context. 

• Scenario Trees. Hsia et al. suggest the use of scenario trees that represent all scenarios for a particu-
lar user [47]. Scenario trees are composed of nodes, which capture system states, and of arcs repre-
senting events that allow the transition from one state to the next. They also focus on interactions be-
tween actors and the system, they use time ordering, and they can be abstract. This notation is best 
suited for a single thread of control and well-defined state transition sequences that have few alterna-
tive courses of action and no concurrency, which is seldom the case in real telecommunications sys-
tems. Regular expressions are used to formally express the user scenario that results in a deterministic 
finite state machine. 

• Use Case Trees (UCTs). Boni Bangari proposes Use Case Trees as a text-based notation for describ-
ing scenarios related to one entity [18]. This notation, inspired from the TTCN-2 testing notation [51], 
captures sequential and alternative scenarios in terms of messages. These messages are sent and re-
ceived through points of control and observations (PCOs) belonging to an actor under test. The 
grammar-like representation allows for sub-trees, timer events and data parameters (assignments, op-
erations and qualifiers) to be defined and used. An interesting property of UCTs is that sequential 
scenarios can be generated automatically from the grammar (usually in the form of Message Se-
quence Charts) and characterized as normal, low risk, or high-risk scenarios. This notation is poten-
tially useful for defining compact validation test suites targeted towards the system as a whole or to-
wards single components. However, the lack of support for causality, multiple entities and hiding lim-
its its usefulness as a requirements notation. 
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• Chisel Diagrams. Aho et al. have performed empirical studies with telecommunication engineers to 
create the Chisel notation [2]. The graphical language Chisel is used for defining requirements of 
telecommunication services. Chisel diagrams are trees whose branches represent sequences of (syn-
chronous) events taking place on component interfaces. Nodes describe these events (multiple con-
current events can take place in one node) and arcs, which can be guarded by conditions, link the 
events in causal sequences. Multiple abstract scenarios and actors can be involved, but internal ac-
tions are not covered. Decomposition is partially supported through references, and there is no lan-
guage construct for the explicit support of time. 

• Statechart Diagrams. Glinz uses Harel’s Statechart notation [39], now part of UML [83], as a way 
of capturing scenarios [36]. This results in a formal notation for validating and simulating a behav-
ioral model representing the external view of a system. Scenarios must be structured such that they 
are all disjoint. Any overlapping scenarios must be either merged into a single scenario or partitioned 
into several disjoint ones. Such structuring allows for each scenario to be modeled by a closed State-
chart, i.e. a single initial state and a single terminal state, with other states in between. Composition of 
scenarios is performed though sequence, alternative, iteration, or concurrency declarations. These 
scenarios support causal ordering, multiple actors, and multiple abstract scenario sequences. 

• Live Sequence Charts (LSCs). Damm and Harel propose LSCs [27], which enrich a subset of MSCs 
with a concept called liveness. Through the same representation, their formal support for liveness en-
ables one to specify forbidden scenarios (e.g. to capture safety requirements) and to distinguish be-
tween mandatory and optional scenarios. This can lead to more accurate requirements, component de-
scriptions, and test cases. Like MSCs, LSCs support decomposition (through sub-charts), causality, 
and time (through timers and clock variables). LSCs do not have a higher-level view like HMSC, but 
such a view (High-Level LSCs) is proposed by Bontemps and Heymans [19]. Concrete values can be 
used in scenarios, and symbolic values also provide an appealing support for abstract scenarios. Dy-
namicity is in a way supported by symbolic messages and instances, and by the dynamic creation and 
destruction of symbolic instances. 

• Somé’s Scenarios. Somé et al. represent timed scenarios with structured text, but also with a formal 
interpretation where preconditions, triggers, sequence of actions, reactions and delays are speci-
fied [99][100]. Scenarios are interpreted as timed sequences of events, which make them appropriate 
for real-time systems. External events represent interactions between components, including actors, 
whereas actions can be internal. These textual scenarios can also be represented graphically. Somé 
extended a previous version of the MSC notation (MSC 1992) to support additional scenario elements 
such as conditions and expiration delays (now covered to some extent by the MSC 2000 standard). 
Multiple abstract scenarios and actors can be considered by these component-based notations. They 
are ordered sequentially, although non-linear causality appears when composing the scenarios to-
gether to form an automaton. 

• RATS. In the RATS (Requirements Acquisition and specification for Telecommunication Services) 
methodology [33], Eberlein uses three different scenario representations: textual (natural language), 
structured (in text, but with pre/post/flow conditions) and formalized (structured text, more compo-
nent-centered). The aim of having these three notations is to allow a smooth and gradual transition 
from a service description in natural language to a formal specification in SDL. Scenarios are divided 
into normal, parallel/alternative, and exceptional behavior, in order to help the developer to focus first 
on the most common behavior and then later on the less common system functionality. The use cases 
can be structured hierarchically in overall use cases of higher abstraction. Most scenarios are abstract 
and linear, although overall scenarios capture multiple scenarios, with a causal ordering. The meth-
odology has been implemented in a prototype of the RATS tool, which is a client-server-based expert 
system. 

• Petri Nets (PNs). Petri Nets, which have existed for decades [90], are abstract machines used to de-
scribe system behavior visually with a directed graph containing two types of nodes: places and tran-
sitions. Places, represented by circles, contain tokens whereas transitions, represented by lines or rec-
tangles, allow tokens to move between places. An event usually corresponds to the firing of a transi-
tion, which is allowed when all arrows entering the transition originate from places with tokens. PNs 
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can be used to capture sequential, alternative, and concurrent scenarios in a component-independent 
way. PNs with data types are now being standardized by ISO/IEC as High-Level Petri Nets [52], 
which will include a textual format described in SGML. Although the first version of the standard 
will not support time and decomposition explicitly, future versions will likely integrate language fea-
tures found in various PN extensions such as Object Coloured PNs (dynamicity, class nets and inheri-
tance) or Hierarchical CPNs (subnets). 

• Use Case Maps (UCMs). The Use Case Map notation is used for describing causal relationships be-
tween responsibilities, which may optionally be bound to underlying organizational structures of ab-
stract components [22][61]. Responsibilities are generic and can represent actions, activities, opera-
tions, tasks to perform, and so on. Components are also generic and can represent software entities 
(objects, processes, databases, servers, functional entities, network entities, etc.) as well as non-
software entities (e.g. users, actors, processors), which can encapsulate the responsibilities they con-
tain. The relationships are said to be causal because they involve concurrency and partial orderings of 
activities and because they link causes (e.g., preconditions and triggering events) to effects (e.g. post-
conditions and resulting events). In a way, UCMs visually show multiple abstract and related use 
cases in a map-like diagram. Yet, UCMs do not specify message exchanges between components, 
which would implement the causal flow of responsibilities. These messages are left to a more detailed 
stage of the design process. UCMs can also capture run-time self-modifying behavior through dy-
namic stubs and dynamic responsibilities, and they have partial support for time constructs with tim-
ers and time-out paths. Concrete scenarios can be extracted using a simple path data model (Boolean 
variables) and scenario definitions, where initial values and triggered start points are provided. 

• UML Activity Diagrams [83]. This type of UML behavioral diagram stands out as an interesting 
way of capturing scenarios. Activity diagrams capture the dynamic behavior of a system in terms of 
operations. They focus on end-to-end flows driven by internal processing and can be component in-
dependent. Activity diagrams share many characteristics with UCMs: focus on sequences of actions, 
guarded alternatives, and concurrency; complex activities can be refined; and simple mapping of be-
havior to components can be achieved through vertical swimlanes. However, Activity Diagrams do 
not capture dynamicity well, they do not support time constructs, and the binding of actions to “com-
ponents” is semantically weak in the current UML standard. 

1.4 Summary of Evaluation 

The fifteen scenario notations compared in this paper are summarized in Table 2. 
MSCs, LSCs, and UML Sequence Diagrams are very useful for single scenarios, especially when de-

scribing lengthy black-box interactions between actors and a given system (something that UML Activity 
Diagrams and UCMs do not do well) during the development of detailed requirements, designs, and test 
cases. Unlike (H)MSCs and LSCs, UML Sequence Diagrams do not really support decomposition, cau-
sality, and time. LSCs promise interesting benefits over the more established MSC notation (e.g. liveness 
and some dynamicity). Use cases and UCTs are generally not used to describe internal responsibilities 
and they do not support causal ordering. UML Use Case Diagrams provide some structuring useful as an 
overview mechanism, but their lack of ordering makes them incapable of expressing operational scenarios 
on their own. CREWS’ scenarios improve on use cases by using structured text and guidelines, yet they 
have essentially the same limitations. Scenario trees and UCTs focus on only one actor at a time, which 
limits their usefulness for distributed systems composed of communicating entities. Chisel diagrams rep-
resent a good alternative to scenario trees, but they still focus on components interactions and lack sup-
port for time and hiding. Somé’s scenarios lack first-class causal ordering, which only appears when sce-
narios are transformed into component automata. Given their nature, Statecharts tend to bring the focus 
too quickly on component behavior. 

RATS, Petri Nets, UCMs, and UML Activity Diagrams support component-independent scenarios, 
which are useful for early descriptions of requirements and help avoiding early commitments to a specific 
architecture. Unlike the other notations, the upcoming Petri Net standard does not support the allocation 
of scenarios to components (useful when moving towards the design phase), and it does not support de-
composition. Where RATS use structure text, UCMs and UML Activity Diagrams show graphically the 
allocation of scenario elements to components. However, the UCM representation uses a 2-D architec-
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tural view (where components can contain sub-components) whereas UML Activity Diagrams are limited 
to vertical swimlanes, which are less evocative (compare diagrams d and f in Figure 1). UCMs have par-
tial support for time constructs and they can also capture dynamicity through dynamic stubs (with multi-
ple sub-maps selected at run-time) and dynamic responsibilities (which can move components and sub-
maps around and store them in pools). This useful feature, fairly unique to UCMs, enables the description 
of emerging telecommunication services based on agents and dynamic selection of negotiation mecha-
nisms. 
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MSC C-C Yes Sequence diagram Causal Full Hierarchical Both Many Static 
Use Case C-C No (Structured) text Seq. None References Abstract Many Static 
UML Use 

 Case Diag. C-I Yes Graph None None Dependencies Abstract Many Static 

UML Seq. 
Diag. C-C Yes Sequence diagram Seq. None None Both Many Static 

CREWS' C-C No Structured text Seq. None References Abstract Many Static 
Scen. Tree C-C No Tree & grammar Seq. None None Abstract One Static 

UCT C-C No Text & grammar Seq. Partial Hierarchical Concrete One Static 
Chisel C-C No Tree Causal None References Abstract Many Static 

Statechart C-C No State machine Causal None Hierarchical Abstract Many Static 
LSC C-C Yes Sequence diagram Causal Full Hierarchical Both Many Dynamic

Somé's C-C Yes Structured text & 
Sequence diagram Seq. Partial None Abstract Many Static 

RATS Either Yes Structured text Causal None Hierarchical Both Many Static 
Petri Nets C-I No Graph Causal None None Abstract Many Static 

UCM Either Yes Paths on  
2-D components Causal Partial Hierarchical Abstract Many Dynamic

UML Act. 
Diagrams Either Yes Paths on  

linear swimlanes Causal None Hierarchical Abstract Many Static 

Table 2 Evaluation of the Selected Scenario Notations 

The next section presents various construction approaches that target the construction of detailed be-
havior models from some of these scenario notations. These models are usually in the form of automata, 
(UML) Statecharts, or formal specification languages such as ITU-T's SDL (Specification and Design 
Language) [55] and ISO's LOTOS (Language Of Temporal Ordering Specification) [50]. Such models are 
usually executable and suitable for validation, verification, test derivation, code generation, and under-
standing/evolution of legacy applications. 

2 Construction Approaches 

2.1 Why Construction Approaches? 

In the scenario-driven development of telecommunication systems and services, it is important to leverage 
the investment in scenarios in order to generate systems rapidly, at low cost, and with a high quality. To 
support the progression from scenarios capturing requirements and high-level functionalities to detailed 
designs and implementations based on communicating entities, we can learn much by examining different 
construction approaches used in the protocol engineering discipline, where the construction of a model 
based on another model is a concept supported by many techniques. In [87][94][95], Saleh and Probert 
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present two categories of construction approaches for communication protocols that are also applicable to 
other areas of the telecommunication domain: 
• Analytic approach: this is a build-and-test approach where the designer iteratively produces versions 

of the model by defining messages and their effects on the entities. Due to the manual nature of this 
construction approach, which often results in an incomplete and erroneous model, an extra step is re-
quired for the analysis, verification (testing), and correction of errors. 

• Synthetic approach: a partially specified model is constructed or completed such that the interac-
tions between its entities proceed without manifesting any error and (ideally) provide the set of speci-
fied services. For properties preserved by such approaches, no verification is needed as correctness is 
insured by construction. 

Synthetic approaches may or may not be fully automated. Sometimes, they require the interactive 
participation of the designer as some decisions need to be taken along the way. In both cases, synthetic 
approaches require the source model to be described formally (usually with some automata or with formal 
description techniques), whereas analytic approaches may start with semi-formal or informal models. In 
general, analytic and (interactive or automated) synthetic approaches have other benefits and drawbacks, 
many of which are summarized in Table 3: 

 
 Benefits Drawbacks 

A
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tic

 

• No formal source model required. 
• Both the source and target models can exploit the 

richness and expressiveness of their respective 
modeling language to their full extent.  

• The constructed model can more easily take into 
consideration design or implementation con-
straints (e.g. to reflect the high-level design), and 
be optimized accordingly. 

• Non-functional requirements (e.g. performance, 
robustness) can more easily be taken into consid-
eration. 

• Transformation mostly manual. 
• Errors may result from the construction. 
• Verification is required. 
• Many iterations may be required to fix the errors 

detected during verification. 
• Time-consuming. 
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• Precise algorithmic transformation. 
• Improper synthetic constructions can be avoided 

by interacting with the designer. 
• Correctness "ensured" by construction (under 

certain assumptions). Many faults are therefore 
avoided. 

• Verification theoretically not required. 
• Only one iteration required. 
• Quick construction. 

• Not fully automated. 
• Requires formal and detailed source models. 
• May require a partially constructed model to be 

available. 
• Both source and target modeling languages are 

usually restricted in style and content. 
• Difficult to take into consideration de-

sign/implementation constraints, optimizations, and 
non-functional requirements. 

• Resulting model usually hard to understand, main-
tain and extend. 

Sy
nt

he
tic

, A
ut

om
at

ed
  • Precise algorithmic transformation. 

• Fully automated. 
• Correctness "ensured" by construction (under 

certain assumptions). Many faults are therefore 
avoided. 

• Verification theoretically not required (for cer-
tain properties). 

• Only one iteration required. 
• Very quick construction. 

• Requires formal source models. 
• Both source and target modeling languages are 

usually restricted in style and content. 
• May result in improper synthetic constructions in 

ambiguous cases (the algorithm makes the decision, 
not the designer). 

• Requires more details in the source model than non-
automated approaches. 

• Resulting model often hard to understand, maintain 
and extend. 

Table 3 Benefits and Drawbacks of Construction Approaches 
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We have no intention of surveying the myriad of approaches for the synthesis of protocols or convert-
ers. However, we can build on the benefits and drawbacks presented here to evaluate construction tech-
niques based on scenarios that are applicable to telecommunication systems in general. 

2.2 Evaluation Criteria 

The construction of models that integrate scenarios represents a problem similar to those faced by the 
protocol engineering community. A collection of scenarios often needs to be checked for completeness, 
consistency, and absence of undesirable interactions. To do so, most verification techniques require that a 
model that integrates these scenarios be available. Also, it is often desirable to map the scenarios onto a 
component architecture at design time in order to enable the generation of component behavior in distrib-
uted applications (e.g. telecommunication systems). These two construction levels are described below: 
C1) Integration of a collection of requirements scenarios in an abstract model used for the analysis of 

requirements. No components are required here. 
C2) Integration of a collection of scenarios in a component-based model used not only for the analysis of 

requirements, but also as a high-level design which considers some implementation issues.  

Different approaches targeting these two levels are already available, twenty-six of which are re-
viewed next. Additional evaluation criteria for the selection of a suitable technique in a given context 
include: 
• Type of construction approach: analytic, synthetic non-automated (includes interactive synthesis), or 

synthetic automated. The benefits of each option were presented in Table 3. 
• Source scenario notation, such as the ones described in Section 1.3. Previous investments in a particu-

lar notation, with associated tools and expertise, is an important factor to consider when selecting a 
suitable approach. 

• Whether the scenario model requires explicit components and messages. This can influence the 
choice of the development phase (e.g. requirements or design) where the notation should be used. 

• Target construction model (SDL, UML Statecharts, automata, LOTOS, etc.). This obviously will affect 
the potential usages of the target model (e.g. analysis or code generation). Again, previous invest-
ments in a particular language may restrict users to compatible approaches. 

On various occasions, tool support will also be discussed informally. 

2.3 Selected Approaches 

This section focuses on twenty-six construction approaches particularly relevant to the telecommunication 
domain, and it provides a concise comparison in terms of the criteria seen in Section 2.2. Again, these 
techniques were selected by the authors based on previous experiments with collaborative industrial and 
standardization projects, and on results from various conferences and workshops on scenarios. 

Non-Automated Analytic Approaches 

• The Usage Oriented Requirements Engineering (UORE) approach proposed by Regnell et 
al. [88][89] builds on the Objectory methodology [62] and adds a construction phase (unfortunately 
called synthesis in that approach) where use cases are integrated manually into a Synthesized Usage 
Model (SUM). This “synthesis”, which addresses level C1, is composed of three activities: formaliza-
tion of use cases (using an extended MSC notation), integration of use cases (which produces usage 
views, one for each actor/component), and verification (through inspection and testing). The resulting 
SUM is a set of automata whose purpose is to serve as a reference model for design, testing, and vali-
dation activities. No automated support is provided. 

• In RATS, Eberlein provides informal guidelines [33]. Non-functional requirements have to be re-
fined into either functional requirements or implementation constraints. The functional requirements 
have to be expressed in textual use cases. The user then has to define states in the system behavior. 
Adding pre-, flow- and post-conditions results in structured use cases. The most formal use-case nota-
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tion here uses atomic actions, which still contain textual descriptions. These formalized use cases are 
then mapped to SDL flowchart constructs in order to address level C2. The approach does not go in 
depth into the construction of the SDL model as RATS focuses more on the acquisition and the speci-
fication of requirements (including non-functional ones). 

• Bordeleau addresses C2 with the Real-Time TRaceable Object-Oriented Process (RT-TROOP) [20], 
which combines the use of scenario textual descriptions (use cases), UCMs, MSCs, and ROOM (now 
UML-RT) [98]. Included is an approach where UCM scenarios are first transformed into HMSCs, 
and then into hierarchical communicating finite state machines (ROOMCHARTS) [21]. No construction 
algorithm is proposed, but the use of transformation patterns is suggested instead. Several such pat-
terns are provided for the UCM-HMSC mapping, and for the construction of ROOMCHARTS from 
HMSCs. HMSCs are used to fill the gap between UCMs, which abstract from message exchanges, 
and the state machines, which describe the behavior of the actors/components involved. Traceability 
relationships are also defined in this process. RT-TROOP focuses more on design than on require-
ments validation because verification of the ROOM model is limited. ObjecTime, ROOM’s tool, only 
supports animation and a limited form of testing based on MSCs, but at the same time it supports 
automatic code generation. 

• Krüger et al. present a related technique for the transformation of a set of MSCs to a Statechart 
model [70], hence addressing C2. The construction takes into consideration the type of semantics as-
sociated with MSCs, e.g. whether there are fewer, more, or the same number of components in the 
system than what is found in the MSCs, or whether additional messages (from another scenario) are 
allowed or forbidden between two messages in a component, etc. This technique is however very 
immature at this point and it is not supported by algorithms or tools. 

• Amyot addresses C2 with the Specification and Validation Approach with LOTOS and UCMs (SPEC-
VALUE) [7][8][10], where UCMs describe functional scenarios optionally bound to architectural 
components, and where LOTOS [50] formalizes the integration of scenarios and (if needed) the distri-
bution of behavior over communicating entities. LOTOS is a formal language that has constructs simi-
lar to those found in the UCM notation, and it complements UCMs weaknesses in the area of execu-
tability and verification. Guidelines are provided for the manual construction of LOTOS models from 
UCMs, but no automation is provided. SPEC-VALUE also includes a pattern language for the manual 
extraction of test cases used to validate the LOTOS model against the UCMs, and hence against the 
functional requirements. The LOTOS testing theory and tools are used to perform this validation, to 
provide coverage measures, and to detect unexpected and undesirable interactions between the sce-
narios. 

• According to Lamsweerde and Willemet, a drawback of scenarios is that system properties are often 
left implicit. If these properties were explicit (e.g. in declarative terms), then consistency and com-
pleteness analysis would be much easier to carry out. Lamsweerde and Willemet address C1 by ex-
ploring the process of inferring (by induction) formal specifications of such properties (goals) from 
scenario descriptions [71]. Their scenarios are sequential and synchronous interaction diagrams 
whereas their goals are linear temporal logic (LTL) properties expressed in the KAOS language. The 
scenarios can either be positive (must be covered) or negative (must be excluded). Their technique 
represents a novel and promising contribution, but it remains analytic: it requires validation to be per-
formed because inductive inference is not sound. This approach is not yet supported by tools. 

• Heymans and Dubois offer rules, heuristics, and templates that enable the construction of Albert II 
specifications from Action Sequence Charts (ASCs) [44]. The ASC scenario notation is a subset of 
the MSC language with several extensions to model causality (with actions, re-actions, and composi-
tion) and semantics in line with the Albert II language. Albert II is a formal language based on real-
time temporal logic which supports declarative and operational descriptions of functionalities [31]. 
Although the source scenario notation requires components, the target model is global, hence address-
ing C1. Albert II specifications are mathematical formulae, which are sometimes difficult to read. 
This motivates the need for a more informal and intuitive source notation (scenarios) and for an ani-
mator. The Albert II animator tool presented in [43] supports model validation (e.g. against the ASCs) 
and exploration. 
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• Yee and Woodside have developed a transformational approach to process partitioning using timed 
Petri Nets [111], which addresses C2. An abstract scenario model combining both the system and its 
environment (Process Specification of Requirements — PSR) is partitioned, using a collection of cor-
rectness preserving transformations (abstraction, refinement, sequentialization, partitioning, and re-
source access control), into a collection of communicating processes that can represent system com-
ponents (called proto-design). Both the source and the target models are described using timed Petri 
Net, and the transformations ensure their behavioral equivalence from the environment viewpoint. 
Being executable, the target model can be used for analysis and for performance evaluation of alter-
native architectures. The source model does not require any component, but the selection and applica-
tion of the transformations are manual. 

• Dano et al. use Petri Nets as an intermediate formalism in their construction approach [29]. Domain 
experts first produce scenarios using a tabular/textual notation, where the states of the objects in-
volved can be shown. Scenarios are sequential, but alternatives can be captured. Objects are not re-
quired to be identified at first, but the target model can be component-based (C2) once they are intro-
duced. Scenarios are formalized as Synchronized Coloured Petri Nets through the application of 
mapping rules. The formalized scenarios are then integrated using seven types of temporal links 
which define how two scenarios overlap (or not) over time. Another set of transformation rules is 
used to generate the target (OMT) state transition diagrams for each object type. 

• Chen and Ural present rules used to construct deadlock-free designs and communication protocols 
from sequential scenarios called observations, which focus on transmissions and receptions of mes-
sages [24]. Since the suggested application of this approach is the reverse-engineering of process be-
havior from execution histories, there is no concrete representation of the source scenario model, but 
common subsets of MSCs and UML Sequence Diagrams can be used in a forward-engineering con-
text. The target model is a set of communicating finite state machines (CFSMs) connected through 
FIFO queues (C2). The number of components is fixed. The rules aim the avoidance of deadlocks and 
unspecified receptions in the CFSM model, as well as the reduction of the number of states. They 
guarantee the absence of deadlocks in models with two entities only. 

Non-Automated Synthesis Approaches 

• Desharnais et al. propose a synthesis approach for the integration of sequential scenarios represented 
in state-based relational algebra [30]. The initial scenarios involve the system and a single actor (con-
currency is not considered), and the result is one large scenario represented again in relational algebra 
(thus C1 is addressed). Although the authors claim that data and complex conditions being incorpo-
rated in the formalism represent an advantage over other approaches, their technique appears some-
what limited in terms of usability and scalability for realistic telecommunication systems. 

• Somé presents a composition algorithm that transforms his scenarios into Alur’s timed automata [3], 
one for each component (hence addressing C2) [99][100]. This synthesis algorithm is implemented in 
a prototype tool, where consistency and completeness issues in the scenarios are resolved through the 
interactive assistance of the requirements engineer. One original point to notice is that the synthesis is 
based on the common preconditions rather than on the sequences of actions. Super-states are used 
when the preconditions of one scenario are included in that of a second scenario. The algorithm pre-
serves the temporal constraints associated with the scenarios, which is seldom the case of other (semi-
automated) synthesis techniques. This work was further extended by Salah et al. with improved sup-
port for automation [93]. 

• Harel and Kugler propose an algorithm for the synthesis of Statecharts from a subset of the Live Se-
quence Chart (LSC) notation, without data or conditions [38][40]. This algorithm decides the satisfy-
ability and consistency of a set of LSCs, something that is harder to do than for MSCs due to the pos-
sibility of expressing mandatory and forbidden scenarios. The proof of consistency produces a global 
system automaton (which can be quite large). In order to address C2, this global automaton can be 
distributed (as Statecharts) over the set of components involved in the LSCs. These components share 
all their information with each other, which simplifies the synthesis algorithm. This work is promis-
ing but it is not yet supported by tools. However, Damm and Klose developed a verification tool (in-
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tegrated to the STATEMATE tool) where LSCs are used to test a Statechart model [28]. Bontemps and 
Heymans have also initiated work towards the synthesis of Büchi automata from (High-Level) LSCs 
[19]. However, the resulting automaton is global (hence addressing C1) and they are working towards 
refining their work to generate one automaton per instance. 

• Alur et al. have an algorithm that transforms a set of stateless basic MSCs into communicating state 
machines of various types (C2) [5]. This technique supports the detection of implied scenarios result-
ing from the composition of multiple MSCs. Alur’s algorithm uses a language-theoretic framework 
with closure conditions. Its emphasis is on safety and on efficiency (it executes in polynomial time 
and deadlocks are automatically avoided under some conditions), and it can generate counter-
examples for non-realizable sets of MSCs. The detection is based on previous work done in collabo-
ration with Holzmann and Peled [4], who extended this work in another direction to support HMSCs 
during requirements analysis with the tool uBET [46]. 

• Mäkinen and Systä have developed an approach and tool to synthesize UML Statechart diagrams 
from a set of UML Sequence Diagrams [78][101], hence addressing C2. Since fully automated syn-
thesis may overgeneralize the Statechart and may introduce more scenarios than described in the Se-
quence Diagrams, the MAS (Minimally Adequate Synthesizer) approach is interactive. MAS models 
the synthesis process as a language inference problem and translates Sequence Diagrams first into 
traces, then into finite state automata, and finally into Statechart diagrams. The interactive part of the 
tool asks membership queries visualized as Sequence Diagrams (in a nutshell: “Is this sequence dia-
gram acceptable?”), which allow the derivation of a consistent and deterministic Statechart diagram. 
Counter-examples can be provided when appropriate. This work was extended by Koskinen et al. 
[69] to support inaccurate answers during interactive sessions (probably yes, probably no, I don’t 
know, etc.). 

Automated Synthesis Approaches 

• With their SCED methodology [67], Koskimies et al. propose a synthesis algorithm that integrates 
scenario diagrams, an extension of the basic MSC’92 notation with iterations, conditions, and sub-
scenarios (thus more in line with the MSC 2000 standard). The algorithm outputs OMT state dia-
grams, which are based on Harel’s Statecharts. The synthesis is supported by the SCED tool [68], 
which also contains visual editors for scenario diagrams and state diagrams. The state machine gener-
ated by the tool is minimal with respect to the number of states necessary to support the scenarios. 
The authors claim that their approach is not tied to the OMT methodology, and hence can be reused in 
other contexts to address C2. 

• Schönberger et al. have developed another algorithm based on a similar idea [97], only this time they 
start with another type of scenario notation: UML Collaboration Diagrams. Their synthesis procedure 
addresses C2 by generating UML Statecharts, which make extensive use of concurrency constructs to 
satisfy the inherent concurrency found in Collaboration Diagrams (but absent from Koskimies’ sce-
nario diagrams). Although their algorithm does not output a minimized state machine, the authors 
provide several state diagram compression techniques. This procedure has a polynomial complexity 
and is not incremental, whereas Koskimies’ approach is incremental but with an exponential com-
plexity. A prototype tool implements this algorithm and can be used to generate graphical user inter-
faces automatically, provided that the initial Collaboration Diagrams are enriched with necessary user 
interface information (e.g. selection of buttons, display of text fields, etc.) [35]. 

• Whittle and Schumann propose an algorithm for the generation of UML Statecharts from a collec-
tion of UML Sequence Diagrams (C2) [108]. It allows for conflicts to be detected and resolved 
through UML’s Object Constraint Language (OCL) and global state variables. These Statecharts can 
be non-deterministic. The target Statechart model is intended to be highly structured (hierarchical) 
and readable in order to be modified and refined by designers. This algorithm shares similarities with 
the work of Schönberger [97] and Somé [99] as the hierarchical nature of the states is inferred. How-
ever, the synthesis is also influenced by structure elements found in other types of UML diagrams 
such as class diagrams. The approach is supported by a prototype tool linked to the MagicDraw UML 
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environment. In a recent application to an air control system, the authors adapted their work towards 
the support of existential, universal, and generalized scenarios, more in line with LSCs [109]. 

• Uchitel and Kramer [104] address C2 with a synthesis algorithm that transforms MSCs into Finite 
Sequential Processes (simple process algebra) [76]. The source MSC semantics is given in terms of 
labeled transition systems with parallel composition, and HMSCs are used to structure (sequential) 
MSCs. State labels on the MSCs indicate component states. The authors claim this helps taking into 
consideration domain-specific assumptions (e.g. when should states be merged) directly at the MSC 
level rather than in the synthesis algorithm itself or in complementary languages (like the use of OCL 
by Whittle and Schumann). Their algorithm is implemented in Java, and the resulting Finite Sequen-
tial Processes can be fed to an analyzer for model checking and animation [76][105]. 

• Leue et al. have developed two algorithms for the automated synthesis of Real-Time Object-Oriented 
Modeling (ROOM) models from standard HMSC scenarios [73]. Essentially, ROOMCHARTS are gen-
erated for each actor in the HMSCs, hence addressing C2. One major assumption is that the basic 
MSCs referenced by the HMSC are mutually exclusive, i.e. unlike SCED, only one scenario is active 
at any time. This results in simpler synthesis algorithms, at the cost of a major limitation for describ-
ing realistic telecommunication systems. The first algorithm, called maximum traceability, preserves 
the HMSC structure in the synthesized model. The second one, called maximum progress, generates 
smaller state machines but sacrifices traceability with respect to HMSCs. The properties preserved by 
these algorithms are still under investigation. Both algorithms are implemented in the MESA tool-
set [15], which also supports Promela as target languages. Their authors claim that their work can be 
adapted to support SDL and UML. 

• Mansurov and Zhukov address C2 and target the automated generation of SDL models from 
HMSCs [79]. The scenarios are first sliced by actor, and then communicating finite state machines are 
generated for each actor. These FSMs are made deterministic and minimal, and then transformed into 
SDL processes. SDL object types are generated for type-based entities (roles) in MSCs. The resulting 
SDL system usually allows more traces than those defined by the HMSCs and, although the algorithm 
attempts not to add anything wrong, deadlocks may also result from composing incoherent scenarios. 
Several constraints on the source HMSCs must be satisfied (e.g., no inline statements, no parallel 
constructs, and high level of detail). This technique is implemented in MOST, the Moscow Synthesizer 
Tool, in now commercialized by KLOCwork and has recently been integrated to Tau 4.4 (Telelogic’s 
SDL tool) as the MSC2SDL Synthesizer. An application of this technique to the reverse-engineering 
and evolution of telecommunications software is illustrated in [80]. 

• Li and Horgan target the architectural analysis of telecommunications systems with an algorithm for 
the semi-automated synthesis of SDL models from architectures described using component, links, 
and archflows [74]. Archflows are sequential workflows where the steps are observable events, inter-
nal events, or sending/reception of messages performed by components (hence addressing C2). The 
resulting SDL model is complete and assumed to be valid when it contains all the archflow traces. 
Workflows are assumed not to conflict with each others, hence they should be consistent and have no 
undesirable interaction, which is of limited use for early validation. Non-determinism is allowed, and 
the model can be supplemented with performance information for performance prediction evalua-
tions. The method is supported by a toolset, the Workflow-to-SDL-Direct-Simulation. 

• Khendek and Vincent propose an approach for the incremental construction of an SDL model given 
an existing SDL model, whose properties need to be preserved (an extension relation is provided), 
and a set of new MSC scenarios [64]. The synthesis algorithm considers only input/output signals, not 
the actions in the transitions. The semi-automated construction is done in three steps: add new com-
ponents if necessary (manually), synthesize the new architecture behavior from MSCs using the 
MSC2SDL tool [1], and then merge the behavior descriptions of the old SDL with the increment 
SDL, on a per process basis. If non-determinism that violates the extension relation is added along the 
way, then the tool reports the problem (error detection only). If an MSC description of the old SDL 
specification is available, then the approach can be simplified to adding new MSCs to the old MSCs 
and regenerate the new specification using the MSC2SDL tool. However, the extension relation may 
also be violated by this approach. 
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• Turner presents an approach called CRESS (Chisel Representation Employing Systematic Specifica-
tion), which defines tightly defined rules for the syntax and static semantics of an enhanced version of 
Chisel diagrams [103]. This improved notation has formal denotations in both LOTOS and SDL, hence 
enabling the synthesis of formal models in order to support the rapid creation, specification, analysis 
and development of features. Although CRESS often represents scenarios as trees (more precisely as 
directed acyclic graphs), the tree nodes represent interactions between components. Hence, this ap-
proach is roughly comparable to the ones starting from HMSCs (although CRESS’ interactions are 
synchronous and directionless) and it also addresses C2. CRESS is supported by a set of tools for pars-
ing, checking and translating diagrams. However, the synthesis algorithm remains undocumented and 
hence little is known about the design decisions taken by the translation tools. 

• Guan provides a synthesizer for the generation of LOTOS models (useful for exploration and formal 
validation) from Use Case Map scenarios [37]. Her work automates many of the construction rules 
proposed in Amyot’s SPEC-VALUE [10] as well as others in a Java tool called Ucm2LotosSpec, 
which uses as input the XML files produced by the UCM Navigator tool [82]. Input scenarios may or 
may not be allocated to components, but if they are then the resulting model becomes component-
based (C2). These scenarios must be expressed using a subset of the UCM notation (timers, aborts, 
explicit loops, dynamic components, dynamic responsibilities, and the UCM path data model are not 
supported). When a scenario traverses many components, messages are created automatically to pre-
serve causality across components and enumerated data types are generated accordingly in the LOTOS 
model. The resulting specification can be used for formal analysis and animation. 

• Dulz et al. present an approach where performance prediction models (in SDL) are also automatically 
synthesized from MSC scenarios, but this time supplemented with performance annotations [32]. 
Their goal is to obtain performance estimates early in the design process (various other techniques for 
the construction of performance models from UML and SDL are reported in [110]). The synthetic 
SDL model (addressing C1) is intended to be a throwaway prototype, but it is nonetheless used to 
generate the code for the target system whose performance is evaluated. The approach is supported by 
a prototype tool (LISA), however the algorithm remains obscure; it is not even clear whether two 
MSCs that start with a similar transition should be composed as alternatives, as sequences, or in par-
allel. 

2.4 Summary of Evaluation 

Several aspects of the construction approaches reviewed in Section 2.3 are summarized in Table 4. These 
aspects correspond to the evaluation criteria specified in Section 2.2. 

Most of the techniques surveyed here require the use of scenario notations based on messages ex-
changed between communicating entities (see column Component-Based in Table 4). MSC-like notations 
such as (H)MSCs, various extensions to MSCs, LSCs, and UML Sequence Diagrams are commonly used 
as source scenario models for construction approaches. Techniques based on HMSCs can further benefit 
from theoretical results on necessary conditions for the synthesis of communicating automata from 
HMSCs [42]. For target construction models, communicating finite state machines, whether they are hier-
archical ((UML) Statecharts, ROOMCHARTS, or OMT state diagrams) or not (SDL or plain CFSMs) are 
very common. Algebraic languages (e.g. Albert II, KAOS, LOTOS, Finite Sequential Processes) represent 
another popular family of target languages. Most techniques addressing construction level C1 produce 
global target models.  

It is difficult to determine the best construction approach for component-based scenarios as they use 
many different combinations of source and target models. Most techniques are still immature, require 
more industrial-scale experimentation, and are not supported by industrial-strength commercial tools1. 
Synthesis approaches also have different sets of constraints and design decisions embedded in their algo-
rithms, or different ways of letting users guide such decisions (e.g. use of OCL, state labels, or interactive 
queries). 

 

                                                           
1 http://www-i2.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/Research/AG/MCS/MSC/ discusses many tools related to MSCs. 
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Construction 
Approach 

Level 
C1/C2 

Type of 
Approach Scenario Model Comp.-

Based 
Construction 

Model 
Regnell et al. 

(UORE) C1 Analytic Extended MSC Y Automata 

Eberlein 
(RATS) C2 Analytic Structured text N SDL 

Bordeleau  
(RT-ROOP) C2 Analytic UCMs, HMSCs N ROOMCHARTS 

Krüger et al. C2 Analytic MSCs Y Statecharts 
Amyot 

(SPEC-VALUE) C2 Analytic UCMs N LOTOS 

Lamsweerde 
& Willemet C1 Analytic Sequential and  

synchronous MSCs Y LTL properties 
in KAOS 

Heymans and Du-
bois C1 Analytic Action Sequence Charts Y Albert II 

Yee and 
Woodside C2 Analytic Timed Petri Nets N Timed Petri Nets 

Dano et al. C2 Analytic Tabular/Textual N State Transition 
Diagrams (OMT) 

Chen and Ural C2 Analytic Sequential Sequence 
Diagrams Y CFSMs 

Desharnais 
et al. C1 Synthetic,  

non-automated 
State-based relational 

algebra Y State-based 
relational algebra 

Somé C2 Synthetic,  
non-automated 

Structured text and ex-
tended MSCs Y Timed automata 

Harel and 
Kugler C2 Synthetic,  

non-automated LSCs Y Statecharts 

Alur et al. C2 Synthetic, 
non-automated Basic MSCs Y CFSMs 

Mäkinen and Systä 
(MAS) C2 Synthetic, 

non-automated 
UML Sequence  

Diagrams Y UML Statecharts 

Koskimies et al. 
(SCED) C2 Synthetic, 

automated Extended MSCs Y OMT state  
diagrams 

Schönberger 
et al. C2 Synthetic, 

automated 
UML Collaboration  

Diagrams Y UML Statecharts 

Whittle and 
Schumann C2 Synthetic, 

automated 
UML Sequence 

Diagrams Y UML Statecharts 

Uchitel and 
Kramer C2 Synthetic, 

automated HMSCs Y Finite Sequential 
Processes  

Leue et al. C2 Synthetic, 
automated HMSCs Y ROOMCHARTS 

Mansurov 
and Zhukov C2 Synthetic, 

automated HMSCs Y SDL 

Li and 
Horgan C2 Synthetic, 

automated Archflows Y SDL 

Khendek 
and Vincent C2 Synthetic, 

automated MSCs, SDL Y SDL 

Turner 
(CRESS) C2 Synthetic, 

automated 
Extended 

Chisel diagrams Y SDL or LOTOS 

Guan 
(SPEC-VALUE) C2 Synthetic UCMs N LOTOS 

Dulz et al. C1 Synthetic, 
automated Extended MSCs Y SDL 

Table 4 Evaluation of the Selected Construction Approaches 
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Only six of the techniques surveyed do not start from scenarios expressed in terms of components and 
messages, and five of them are analytic construction approaches. Half use tables or Petri Nets whereas the 
other half starts from Use Case Maps. These source scenario notations can abstract from component 
communication aspects, they are less coupled to a specific architecture, and they are closer to being pure 
operational requirements. However, the information related to exchanges of messages (e.g. protocols and 
negotiation mechanisms) needs to be provided while constructing a target component-based model. 

An interesting characteristic of the UCM and LOTOS languages is that they can both address C1 and 
C2, with or without components. UCM scenario paths, like UML Activity Diagrams but unlike compo-
nent-based notations, do not require the presence of any entity to be meaningful. Similarly, LOTOS is ab-
stract enough to specify scenario behavior without any reference to components. CFSM-like modeling 
languages (Statecharts, SDL, etc.) usually require the explicit definition of such components. SPEC-
VALUE is therefore fairly unique in that it enables the construction of executable and validatable models 
in the presence or in the absence of components. This is particularly useful in the early stages of the de-
sign process where the architecture is still undefined, or when it is desirable to remain independent from 
any architecture. Later in the design process, an architecture may become available and both models 
(UCM scenarios and LOTOS) can be evolved accordingly. 

3 Hopes and Challenges 

Scenario-based modeling, analysis, and transformations are currently the focus of much attention and 
research activities. Conferences dedicated exclusively to these topics have started to appear, particularly 
in the software engineering, OO/UML, requirements engineering, and formal methods communities 
(e.g. [34][102]). Industrial interest transpires through tool builders, user groups, and various standardiza-
tion committees at the ITU-T (International Telecommunications Union) and at the OMG (Object 
Management Group), to name a few. In order for a scenario notation to become widely accepted in 
industry, good tool support is required together with interfaces to other existing notations and tools. 

Current plans for UML 2.0 at the OMG include an improved semantic basis for Activity Diagrams 
and the integration of most features of Message Sequence Charts (to replace the current Sequence Dia-
grams) [84]. UML 2.0 should be available in 2003. Additionally, the OMG and ITU-T Study Group 17 
are working towards the integration of their scenario-based approaches and notations [58]. UML 2.0 pro-
files for SDL, MSC, TTCN, URN and others are planned to appear in 2003 and 2004. Hopefully, this will 
lead to better and more unified approaches for the synthesis of component-based models (SDL, State-
charts, etc.) from standard scenario notations. Such approaches could improve the penetration and accep-
tance of formal methods and of new requirements, design, and analysis techniques. One main challenge 
however is the reconciliation of all these notations at a semantic level. In particular, one issue is to deter-
mine a suitable and common metamodel capturing part of this semantics in order to simplify transforma-
tions from one notation to the next. 

ITU-T Study Group 17 has also initiated work towards the standardization of a User Requirements 
Notation (URN) [11][59], which targets the representation of requirements for future telecommunication 
systems and services. The current proposal combines two complementary notations: one for business 
goals and non-functional requirements (NFRs), and a scenario notation for functional requirements. The 
goal/NFR notation is the Goal-oriented Requirements Language (GRL) [60], which is based in part on the 
NFR Framework [25]. NFRs are seldom captured explicitly in design processes (even in UML), and URN 
represents a first standardization effort towards solving this issue. The scenario notation is Use Case Maps 
and hence it abstracts from message exchanges [61]. URN fits nicely in the very first stage of existing 
ITU-T methodologies (such as I.130 [53] and Q.65 [54]) and smoothes the transition towards later stages 
of development processes. Liu and Yu illustrate the potential of GRL combined with UCMs in [75]. On 
top of traceability links between goals, NFRs and scenarios, the proposed standard intends to provide 
additional insights on the derivation of MSCs [82] and the generation of formal models [7][8][21][96] and 
performance models [85] from URN models. Links to the UML standard [9] and tool support are also 
being investigated [81][106]. 

The recent integration of important concepts like liveness into scenario notations (as done in LSCs) 
also offers new hopes for automation. For example, Harel and Marelly envision an environment where 
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users can execute requirement specifications given in LSCs directly, without the need to build or synthe-
size a system model consisting of Statecharts or code [41]. In a sense, the scenarios combined to the un-
derlying execution engine would become the final implementation itself. 

It is our hope that future development processes for telecommunication systems will make good use 
of standardized scenario notations and construction approaches. Current and emerging work and commu-
nities focusing on scenarios and their transformation represent a major step in that direction. One of the 
main challenges now consists in establishing common grounds and objectives so that standardized con-
struction approaches may eventually become reality. Other major challenges include the integration of 
scenarios with other types of requirements in requirements management systems, as well as scenario evo-
lution. 

4 Conclusions 

The development of current and emerging telecommunication systems can benefit today from scenario 
notations, both at the requirements stage and at the design stage. Due to prolific and enthusiastic research-
ers worldwide, many scenario-based approaches are now available. 

Section 1 focused on fifteen state-of-the-art notations and provided an evaluation against nine criteria 
relevant to the telecommunications domain. Most of the reviewed notations are centered around messages 
exchanged between system components whereas a few focus on end-to-end behavior, independently of 
component architectures. The former are most useful for describing lengthy scenarios involving external 
actors and the system as a unique component, and for detailed design involving multiple system compo-
nents. The latter are more appropriate for capturing functional requirements before committing to specific 
architectures and protocols. 

The transition from scenario models to more detailed design and implementation-oriented models is 
discussed in Section 2. Twenty-six analytic and synthetic construction approaches are reviewed and 
briefly compared. Most of them target the generation of component-based design models from scenario 
models that are also component-based. A handful of construction approaches attempt to bridge the gap 
between requirements and design by abstracting from message exchanges, but they remain largely ana-
lytic. Further investigation on common case studies would be beneficial in providing more detailed cost-
benefit evaluations. 

Even if many challenges remain, it is our hope that research will produce better scenario notations 
and construction approaches, which will be widely adopted in industrial practices. The high interest dem-
onstrated towards scenarios for telecommunication systems and towards emerging standards like the User 
Requirements Notation is certainly a good indication that industry and academia are heading in the right 
direction.  
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